
4. Make sure the Locking Tabs  
    are “closed”. Feed the tubes  
    and the lower faucet assembly           
    through the mounting hole in  
    the sink. Test fit faucet placement.

5. With the lower faucet assembly  
    in place and the “FRONT” facing  
    in the desired direction, tighten  
    the two screws using a Phillips  
    screwdriver until snug. Then,  
    tighten each screw alternately  
    until faucet is secure. 
    Do not overtighten!

A 1.25” - 1.75” mounting hole is 
required for faucet installation.

Connect Tubes To The RO Faucet

Mount The RO Faucet

This RO faucet is 
equipped with quick 
connect tube fittings. 
To connect a tube, push 
it firmly into the fitting 
until fully seated. 
Approximately 3/4” of 
the tube will be inserted. 

1. Connect BLUE tube 
    (Purified Water from System) 
2. Connect 3/8” BLACK tube  
    (Drain Water to Drain Pipe)
3. Connect 1/4” RED tube       
    (Drain Water from System)
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To Disconnect a Tube:
To disconnect a tube, push 
the white collet squarely 
against the face of fitting. 
With the collet held in this 
position remove tube.

Note: Make sure that the lower faucet  
           assembly is seated properly inside  
           of the rubber washer groove.

6. Align the release button
    on the back of the upper   
    faucet assembly 
    approximately 45• counter       
    clockwise off the back of the  
    lower faucet assembly.
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7. Press the upper faucet 
    assembly firmly on-to the  
    lower faucet assembly  
    and twist clockwise until  
    locked into place.

* IMPORTANT: 
Do not remove the 
upper faucet assembly 
until all water has been 
drained from the 
system and system has 
been depressurized.

To Remove Upper Assembly:
Press in the release button and 
twist upper faucet assembly 
counter-clock wise.*

Assemble Faucet

8. Remove battery cover
    on faucet handle, pull  
    tab and replace battery  
    cover. The monitor will 
    flash red and blue once 
    activated.
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Fitting Color / Tube Coding:
1 - BLUE - Purified Water 
2 - BLACK - To Drain Pipe
3 - RED - From System Drain
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